
The challenge: Build a battery-operated 
buzzer system so small that it’s easy to 
hide and use to surprise people. 

In this challenge, kids (1) learn about 
circuits; (2) make a handheld alarm that 
buzzes whenever the circuit is closed; 
and (3) use the design process to debug 
problems. This work will prepare kids to 
build and test a dance pad (basically, a 
large version of the handheld alarm) in 
the next two challenges of this unit.

Introduce the challenge, brainstorm, and design. 
(15 minutes) Tell kids the challenge for today 
and begin by asking:

• How can you get this buzzer to work? 
(Connect it to a battery. NOTE: The buzzer 
only works when it is properly connected to 
the positive and negative ends of the battery 
(i.e., red wire to the positive terminal and 
black wire to the negative terminal). If it 
doesn’t work, reverse the wires. Show kids 
that one way of connecting the wires to the 
battery terminals works, while the other way 
doesn’t.)

• How can you turn your alarm on and off? 
(Make a switch to open and close the circuit.)

• How can aluminum foil, wire, and cardboard 
be useful in building the alarm? (Metal, such 
as the foil and wire, conducts electricity. If 
you connect a wire to foil, the whole piece of 
foil will conduct electricity and act like a big 
wire. Cardboard is stiff and can be used as a 
base. When folded, it can flex and act like a 
spring, which is handy when you are making 
a switch to open and close a circuit.)

• Let’s brainstorm some designs. Where 
could you hide an alarm and how might you 
design it to surprise a friend? (Kids could 
connect it to a chair or hide it in their hands 
or clothing. They would need to figure out 
how to make a switch and how best to mount 
the parts. Have kids sketch their ideas in 
their design notebooks.)

Build, test, and redesign. (30 minutes) 
Distribute the challenge sheets and have kids 
begin building. During the activity, help kids 
debug the following common issues:

• The buzzer doesn’t work. Make sure the 
wires are connected to the correct battery 
terminals. Also, check for open connections 
that would cause an incomplete circuit.

• The switch doesn’t work reliably. A switch 
starts and stops the flow of electricity by 
opening a gap in the circuit. Kids can 
manually move a wire to open and close a 
circuit. Or, they can attach wires and foil to 
different sides of a piece of cardboard and 
use the spring action of folded cardboard to 
open and close the circuit.

Discuss what happened. (15 minutes) Have the 
kids show each other their alarms and talk about 
how they solved any problems that came up. 
Emphasize this challenge’s key themes—
circuits, switches, and debugging—by asking 
questions such as:

• How could you tell electricity was flowing 
through your alarm? (The buzzer buzzed.)

• Why is a switch useful in a circuit? (It lets 
you control when electricity flows in a circuit.)

• What are some examples of when you had 
to do something a few times to get your 
alarm to work the way you wanted? 

• What would you do differently if you had 
more time? 
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Your Challenge
Make your friends and family ask, “What’s buzzing?” Design an alarm  
that you can turn on and off and that is small enough to hide. 

• 1 AA battery
• AA battery holder (optional)
• Aluminum foil
• 1 buzzer (preferably one 

with wires attached) 

• 1–2 feet of electrical wire 
(22-gauge works well. Ask an adult 
to help you strip the plastic coating 
off the ends to expose the wire.)

• Scissors

• Tape (duct or masking)
• Thin cardboard (non-corrugated, 

such as chipboard, oaktag, or 
paperboard from cereal boxes)

• Wire strippers 

materials* 

brainstorm and design
Before you begin designing, brainstorm answers to the following questions 
and record your ideas in your design notebook.

• Where do I want to hide my alarm?
• How small does it need to be to fit in my hiding place?
• How will I turn my alarm on and off?

�

challenge 1

hidden alarm       

build, test, and redesign
A circuit is a path along which electricity can travel. In a closed circuit, all the 
parts are connected and the electricity flows uninterrupted from the battery to 
the buzzer and back to the battery. In an open circuit, some parts are 
disconnected, and the gap prevents electricity from flowing. 

Build your design and test it. Did your alarm buzz on command? Did it fit in its 
hiding place? Did you trick anyone? When we made ours, we had to debug 
some problems. For example, our buzzer didn’t work at first, and it took some 
tweaking to get the switch to turn on and off reliably. If things like this happen 
to you, figure out a way to fix the problem so that your alarm works every time.

Closed circuit

Open circuit

UniT         iT’s elecTric
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* For information on where to get these materials, see page 6 or visit pbskidsgo.org/designsquad/engineers.

http://www.pbskidsgo.org/designsquad/engineers


hidden alarm Continued
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hidden alarm

smaller and better
Maybe the best things DO come in small packages! The first 
computer, called the Electronic Numerical Integrator and 
Computer (ENIAC), was built in the 1940s (not so long ago, 
really). It was so big it filled a small building and weighed 30 
tons! Since then, engineers have been making computers 
smaller and smaller and smaller. Today, the average laptop 
computer weighs just six pounds. That means ENIAC weighed as 
much as 10,000 laptops. We don’t even want to think about 
carrying all those around. On top of that, today’s laptops are 
even more powerful than ENIAC. How’d they do it? By making the 
parts much, much smaller and much, much faster. Just think, 
ENIAC, laptops, and the alarm you made work in the same basic 
way—by switching circuits on and off. 

The Design Squad cast hit the dance 
floor. They used circuits to design and 
build a sound and light show that went 
along with a dance routine given them  
by a hip-hop artist. Cast members used 
wireless sensors to activate the lights 
as they danced.

UniT         iT’s elecTric
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take it to the next level
• Make your alarm even smaller.
• Change your alarm to fit into a different kind of hiding place. 

inside the engineering

Take iT online

Want a jolt? Build your own circuits 
and diagram them! Download Basic 
Electrical Concepts in a Flash  
from Intel’s Design and Discovery 
hands-on engineering program. 
 
intel.com/education/designanddiscovery

Major funding for Design Squad is provided by the National  
Science Foundation and the Intel Foundation. Additional funding  
is provided by Tyco Electronics, National Council of Examiners for 
Engineering and Surveying, The Harold and Esther Edgerton  
Family Foundation, Noyce Foundation, Intel Corporation, American 
Society of Civil Engineers, and the IEEE. 

This Design Squad material is based upon work supported by the 
National Science Foundation under Grant No. ESI-0515526. Any 
opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed 
in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily 
reflect the views of the National Science Foundation. 

© 2007 WGBH Educational Foundation. Design Squad and logo are 
trademarks of WGBH Educational Foundation. All rights reserved. All 
third party trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
Used with permission.

Design Squad is produced by WGBH Boston. Design and engineering 
consulting services provided by Continuum.
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Watch Design Squad on PBS (check local 
listings). Download more challenges at 
pbskidsgo.org/designsquad.

http://intel.com/education/designanddiscovery


The challenge: Build a dance pad that lets  
kids use their feet to sound a buzzer and 
flash a light.

In this challenge, kids build a large-
scale version of the alarm they built in 
Challenge 1. To do this, they (1) build a 
large pad that has a battery-operated 
buzzer or light bulb; (2) create a switch 
that’s operated by their feet; and (3) 
develop a sturdy design than can withstand 
continuous pounding. In the next 
challenge, kids use their pads to play  
a game that gets them thinking about 
designing a product to survive rugged 
treatment.

Introduce the challenge, brainstorm, and design. 
(10 minutes) Tell kids the challenge for today and 
begin by asking:

• How do dance pads, such as Cyber Groove™, 
Dance Dance Revolution®, Feet of Fury™,  or 
“Pump it Up”®, work? (A dancer stands on a 
floor pad with a grid printed on it and watches 
a screen, which tells him or her which grid 
square to step on. The screen gives the  
dancer a series of steps to complete, and a 
computer scores how accurately the dancer 
does the moves.)

• What are the important parts of these kinds 
of pads? (Wires, switch, battery, screen, 
computer, buzzer, and lights)

• What did you learn when making the Hidden 
Alarm that might be useful when you make 
your dance pad? (A switch can open or close  
a circuit. Cardboard’s flexibility lets it act like  
a spring.)

• Let’s brainstorm some designs. How could 
aluminum foil, cardboard, and plastic wrap be 
useful in building a dance pad? (Foil conducts 
electricity. Cardboard can be used as a base or 
frame or folded to help make a switch. Plastic 
wrap is elastic, and its flexibility can be useful 
for making a switch. Have kids sketch their 
ideas in their design notebooks.)

Build, test, and redesign. (40 minutes) Organize 
the kids into teams of two and distribute the 
Challenge Sheets. Have half the teams make 
pads with buzzers and half make pads with light 
bulbs. In Challenge 3, you’ll need even numbers 
of each kind of pad. During the activity, help kids 
debug the following common issues:

• A buzzer or light doesn’t work. Have kids 
check for a broken connection or a switch that 
doesn’t open and close properly. Also make 
sure the buzzer wires are attached to the 
correct battery terminals.

• The pads keep breaking. Encourage kids to 
make their pads sturdy enough to withstand 
all the stomping.

• Something needs fixing or adjusting. Remind 
kids to provide easy access to the key parts.

Discuss what happened. (10 minutes) Have kids 
show each other their pads and talk about any 
problems they had and how they solved them.  
To emphasize the key themes in this challenge—
circuits and using materials suitably—ask 
questions such as:

• How is your Dance Pad Mania pad similar to 
your Hidden Alarm? (It has a circuit; it uses a 
switch; it converts electrical energy to sound 
or light; it uses some similar materials.)

• What did you do to make sure that your pad 
would survive being stepped and jumped on? 

• What’s an example of how brainstorming 
helped you come up with a design idea for 
your dance pad?

leader noTes For challenge 2

danCe pad mania
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Here’s one of many ideas for making a dance pad. 
When you apply a force, plastic wrap stretches. 
It returns to its original shape once you remove 
the force. Its springiness and flexibility can be 
useful in making a switch.
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challenge 2

danCe pad mania                                                                            
Your Challenge
Build a dance pad that lets you use your feet to sound a buzzer or flash a light. 

• 1.5-volt AA battery
• AA battery holder (optional)
• Aluminum foil
• Bulb holders for light bulbs (enough 

for half the group) 

• Buzzers (enough for half the group) 
• 2 11 x 17-inch sheets of corrugated 

cardboard (per team)
• Duct tape
• Electrical wire (22-gauge works well)

• Light bulbs that can run on a  
1.5-volt AA battery

• Plastic wrap
• Scissors
• Wire strippers

materials* 

brainstorm and design
Divide your group into teams of two. Half the teams will make floor pads that 
flash a light, and the other half will make floor pads that sound a buzzer. When 
you work as a team, you can often solve design challenges more quickly. For 
example, you can share knowledge, get new ideas, and brainstorm solutions 
to problems. You can also learn a lot by looking at how other teams made 
their pads and seeing how they solved problems.

Your dance pad is basically a super-sized version of the alarm you built in 
Challenge 1. Like Hidden Alarm, the dance pad has a power source (the 
battery), materials for conducting electricity (the wires and foil), and 
something that uses the electricity (the buzzer or light). Yup, that’s right, it’s 
an electrical circuit. Before you begin designing, brainstorm answers to the 
following questions and record your ideas in your design notebook.
• Will my pad turn on a buzzer or a light?
• How will I build a switch into my pad to turn the buzzer or light on and off? 
• How big will my pad be?
• How can I make it sturdy enough to withstand constant stomping?
• Where will I put the battery? Inside the pad? Outside the pad?

build, test, and redesign
As you build, make sure the circuit works and that it will be able to stand up 
to some rugged treatment! Once you’ve built your pad, test it. Step on it 
several times in a row to turn the buzzer or light on and off. How well did it 
work? When we made ours, we had to debug some problems. For example, 
our wires sometimes got loose and our pad stopped working. Also, our 
switch didn’t always work. If things like this happen to you, figure out a way 
to fix the problem so that your pad works every time.

UniT         iT’s elecTric
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* For information on where to get these materials, see page 6 or visit pbskidsgo.org/designsquad/engineers.

Buzzer

Light bulb and bulb holder

Corrugated cardboard

1.5-volt AA battery
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danCe pad mania
take it to the next level
• Make a pad that has both a light and a buzzer.
• Make a pad that uses two batteries, two lights, or two buzzers.

The Design Squad cast moves and grooves. 
They built a floor sensor that used thin 
foam and metal to make switches that 
turned sound clips on as they danced.

UniT         iT’s elecTric
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teChno gYm
Bust a move! Break it on down and get a good workout at 
Overtime Fitness™, a revolutionary fitness arcade for teens. 
Forget what you know about gyms, this is the gym of the future. 
Get your heart pumping with In the Groove 2®, a dance game 
that works like Cyber Groove™, Dance Dance Revolution®, Feet  
of Fury™, and “Pump it Up”®. Just try keeping up with those 
moving arrows! How about putting your one-two punch to the 
test with MoCap Boxing®, a virtual game complete with boxing 
gloves, a 3D virtual opponent, and infrared sensors that track 
your movements? Or try a game that has you jump, duck, and 
lunge to avoid virtual dodge balls. You can even hook yourself  
up to a video game box and become a human joystick to move 
an on-screen player. Note: The sensors, computers, sound 
systems, and software that make these games work were all 
brought to you by engineers. What will those ingenious  
engineers come up with next!?

Overtime Fitness is a trademark of Overtime Fitness, Inc. In the Groove is a registered trademark of Konami 
Digital Entertainment Co., Ltd.  Cyber Groove is a trademark of Front Fareast Industrial Corp. Dance Dance 
Revolution is a registered trademark of Konami Digital Entertainment Co., Ltd. Feet of Fury is a trademark of 
Cryptic Allusion Games. “Pump it Up” is a registered trademark of Andamiro U.S.A. Corp. MoCap Boxing is a 
registered trademark of Konami Corporation

inside the engineering

Take iT online

Want something electrifying? Build 
a switch and wire up some different 
kinds of circuits! Download Turn 
It On and Off from Intel’s Design 
and Discovery hands-on engineering 
program. 

intel.com/education/designanddiscovery

This Design Squad material is based upon work supported by the 
National Science Foundation under Grant No. ESI-0515526. Any 
opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed 
in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily 
reflect the views of the National Science Foundation. 

© 2007 WGBH Educational Foundation. Design Squad and logo are 
trademarks of WGBH Educational Foundation. All rights reserved. All 
third party trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
Used with permission. 

Design Squad is produced by WGBH Boston. Design and engineering 
consulting services provided by Continuum.

Major funding for Design Squad is provided by the National  
Science Foundation and the Intel Foundation. Additional funding  
is provided by Tyco Electronics, National Council of Examiners for 
Engineering and Surveying, The Harold and Esther Edgerton  
Family Foundation, Noyce Foundation, Intel Corporation, American 
Society of Civil Engineers, and the IEEE. 

Watch Design Squad on PBS (check local 
listings). Download more challenges at 
pbskidsgo.org/designsquad.

http://intel.com/education/designanddiscovery


The challenge: Start the music, show  
your moves, and play a game using your 
dance pad.

Every manufacturer wants its products  
to perform well. So, manufacturers test 
their products to make sure they work as 
expected. In this challenge, kids (1) use 
their dance pads in a game; and (2) use 
the design process for two purposes: to 
assess how a pad’s design and assembly 
affect its reliability, and to debug 
problems with their dance pads.

Introduce the challenge and the Dance Off 
game. (5 minutes) Tell kids today’s challenge. 
Explain that in commercial dance video games, a 
screen tells the dancer what moves to make. In 
Dance Off, one team member—the DJ—calls out 
a sequence of moves for the Dancer to do. The 
other team members—the Audience—make sure 
the Dancer does the sequence of moves correctly. 

Practice each move. (5 minutes) Read aloud the 
four moves listed in Step 1 of the Challenge Sheet. 
As a group, practice the moves until kids know 
how to do each one. (For “Buzz” and “Light,” have 
them imagine that they’re standing in front of a 
light pad and a buzzer pad.)

Practice a sequence of moves. (5 minutes) To 
help kids understand the way the DJ calls out the 
sequence of moves and the Dancer performs 
them, do the following practice round:

• On a board or chart paper, write a sequence 
of five moves, such as: (1) Yeah (2) Clap (3) 
Clap (4) Yeah (5) Clap.

• Read aloud the first move in your sequence, 
and have the group do it (i.e., say “Yeah”).

• Then, call out Moves 1 and 2 (“Yeah” and 
“Clap”). Have kids do both moves.

• Next, call out Moves 1–3 (“Yeah,” “Clap,” and 
“Clap”), and have kids do these three moves.

• Continue by doing Moves 1–4 and then finally 
do Moves 1–5. 

Point out that in each new sequence, the DJ 
repeats the moves the Dancer has already 
done and then adds a new move to the end of 
the sequence. The challenge, of course, is to 
do the moves and to remember them as the 
sequence grows longer!

Review a few details. (5 minutes) Decide how 
to rotate roles after each round. Review how 
points are awarded (see Step 6 on the 
Challenge Sheet).

Play the game. (30 minutes) Organize the 
group into teams (with teams of three to four 
kids, everyone stays involved), and distribute 
the Challenge Sheets. During the game, 
reinforce the idea that a product’s reliability is 
important. Have kids write down any problems 
that come up during the game. Help kids think 
through the issues by asking questions such as:

• Why do you think your pad is malfunctioning?
• How can you fix the problem so that the game 

can continue?

Discuss what happened. (10 minutes) After  
the game, have kids talk about how they can 
use what they learned from the game to design 
a better dance pad. Ask questions such as:

• Why do you think reliability and durability 
are important in a product? (A product 
should work as expected so people can 
depend on it and think positively about it.)

• What do you think is meant by the term 
quality control? (Quality control means 
testing a product thoroughly to make sure it 
works as expected.)

• What kinds of things would help a dance 
pad stand up to frequent use? (Sturdy 
materials, solid electrical connections, reliable 
switch, and parts taped together well)

• What did the game help you understand 
about designing, making, and testing a 
product? 

• If you were to redesign this pad, what would 
you do differently?

leader noTes For challenge 3
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challenge 3

danCe off
Your Challenge
Start the music, show your moves, and play a game using your dance pad.

• 2 pads from the previous challenge: 
one with a light and one with a 
buzzer

• Paper
• Pencil
• 3–6 players 

materials (per group)

how to plaY
1

3

2

4

5

6

UniT         iT’s elecTric
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Learn the moves. Get to know the game’s four moves: 
• “Buzz” means step on the pad that has a buzzer and make it buzz.
• “Light” means step on the pad that has a light and make it light.
• “Clap” means clap your hands once.
• “Yeah” means say “yeah.”

Choose roles. Decide who will be the Dancer, DJ, and Audience for Round 1. 
• The DJ writes down eight moves and calls them out to the Dancer.
• The Dancer uses the pads and his or her hands and voice to do the moves  

that the DJ calls out. 
• The Audience makes sure the Dancer does each action properly and in the correct order.

Write a sequence of moves. The DJ should write a sequence of eight moves on a piece of  
paper. For example: 1) Buzz  2) Clap  3) Light  4) Light  5) Yeah  6) Buzz  7) Yeah  8) Clap

Set up. Get two dance pads—one with a light and one with a buzzer. Set them next to  
each other. Make sure they work. Have the Dancer stand by the pads.

Play the game.
• The DJ reads the first move aloud, and the Dancer does it.
• Then, the DJ calls out the first move again and adds the second one, and the Dancer  

must do both moves in the correct order. 
• The game continues, with the DJ reading out Moves 1–3, then Moves 1–4, and so  

forth until the Dancer does all eight moves in the correct order or misses one.
• The Audience watches and makes sure the Dancer does the sequence correctly.
• If a pad breaks during a round, fix it and then keep going. Write down any problems  

as they happen. Did the tape stop sticking? Did the switch stop working? Did wires  
come loose? How can you prevent the same thing from happening in the future?

Award points. 
• Quality Control Points: Give each team member ten Quality Control Points for each pad that  

works at the end of the round. (Give points for repaired pads, too, if they last the round.)
• Memory Points: Award the Dancer five Memory Points for each move he or she did  

correctly. (A Dancer can earn 40 points in a round because there are eight moves.) 
• Audience Points: Award each Audience member any points the Dancer didn’t earn  

(i.e., 40 minus the points already earned by the Dancer).

Play again. Continue playing until each group member has had a turn playing each role.  �
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take it to the next level
• Trade pads with another team.
• Make the sequence ten moves long.
• Invent a fifth kind of move.
• Make a pad where a buzzer buzzes when you step on the right side  

and a light lights when you step on the left side.

The Design Squad cast feels the hip-hop 
beat. One team started by choosing sound 
and lighting effects they liked and then 
figured out where to locate the sensors  
so they’d be easy to turn on during the 
dance.

UniT         iT’s elecTric
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toYs are serious work!
Who wouldn’t like to get paid to play with toys? Meet Amanda 
Bligh, toy engineer for the Hasbro toy company. “I’m a problem 
solver at heart,” says Amanda, “and toy making is a great outlet 
for engineering. But it’s not only the inventing that’s great. It’s 
seeing people having fun with the results of my efforts.” One of 
her assignments: the Nerf® Dart Blaster. It took five different 
designs before she got a dart to go as far as she wanted. Small 
changes made a big difference. Changing the weight just 
slightly—by just a quarter of a gram—or reducing the diameter 
by just two or three millimeters affected how far a dart traveled. 
By the time she was finished, Amanda got her dart to go 35 feet. 
Who ever thought that designing toys would take an engineer? 
Hey, sign me up!

Nerf is a registered trademark of Hasbro, Inc.

inside the engineering

Take iT online

Want to shine? Make your own  
illuminated display using light- 
emitting diodes! Download Light- 
emitting Diodes from Intel’s Design  
and Discovery hands-on engineering  
program. 
 
intel.com/education/designanddiscovery

Major funding for Design Squad is provided by the National  
Science Foundation and the Intel Foundation. Additional funding  
is provided by Tyco Electronics, National Council of Examiners for 
Engineering and Surveying, The Harold and Esther Edgerton  
Family Foundation, Noyce Foundation, Intel Corporation, American 
Society of Civil Engineers, and the IEEE. 

This Design Squad material is based upon work supported by the 
National Science Foundation under Grant No. ESI-0515526. Any 
opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed 
in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily 
reflect the views of the National Science Foundation. 

© 2007 WGBH Educational Foundation. Design Squad and logo are 
trademarks of WGBH Educational Foundation. All rights reserved. All 
third party trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
Used with permission. 

Design Squad is produced by WGBH Boston. Design and engineering 
consulting services provided by Continuum.  

Watch Design Squad on PBS (check local 
listings). Download more challenges at 
pbskidsgo.org/designsquad.
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